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THE BART BELLON 
  NEPOPO 

  NEWSLETTER #31
“SUGARBREAD AND WHIP”® (“ZUCKERBROT UND PEITSCHE”) 

SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS

Sunday, August 18, 2013

www.bartbellonseminars.com
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August  17-18, 2013

Hunde  Sport  Club Bramsche  e.V.

Contact: Dirk Oevermann

Bramsche, Germany

https://www.facebook.com/michael.p.bellon/media_set?set=a.
10200445898855623.1073741835.1401129725&type=3&uploaded=104More pictures can be found at:
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The weekend in Bramsche was enjoyable. The 
facilities were outstanding. Our contact, Dirk 
Oevermann, met us at the club when we arrived 
and showed us around and to our hotel where 
we ate well and slept early to be properly rested  
for a 9 a.m. start Saturday morning.

The majority of  the people at the seminar 
had never been to a Bart Bellon seminar. The 
people who had been to Bart’s seminars before 
were very excited as they explained to me that 
they always learn more and more when they are 
prepared to take in the information. (Sounds a 
little like training a dog; they are ready when 
they are ripe.) The seminar started very well in 
the clubhouse with light rain and any skeptics 
soon became believers. Bart did an excellent job 
with the theory in the morning and everyone 
enjoyed his elaboration of  the theory with his 
pathology joke.

There were quite a few puppies at the 
seminar and we see that puppies immediately 
must be encouraged to be active. Most puppies 
are innately active and are taught to be reactive. 
There were several examples of  very nice 
obedience. The missing ingredient is “the fire” in 
the work. Many dogs here are trained only in the 
method of  positive reinforcement where the 

reward is given communistically. Because this 
(the communistic reward) makes the dogs dull , 
handlers try to increase the value of  their reward 
by offering more and more special food, e.g, 
cheese, hot dogs, liver. This make the dog more 
and more picky and does not build the drive! If  
the dog does not like to work for his kibble 
(existential food), no problem! Feed him less!

The other thing that people were missing is 
that the dog must associate other things with 
reward other than “good boy” or click. Why not 
a smack--like football players do??? Why not a 
collar stimulation or the power of  body contact? 
When these physical stimulations are consistently 
and then intermittently followed by food (or toy), 
they become essentially a clicker! They make the 
dog tougher, prepare the dog for a correction the 
day he understands the job and does not do the 
job, and they are enjoyable to the dog! Here you 
create artificial endorphins... dopamine... Maybe 
both?

“The dog must accept that more than 
the clicker announces reward. The ‘Aha’ 
moment must come also from physical 
stimulations and mechanics/
electronics!”
Bart Bellon

The Desire for Basic Food Makes the Drive
(Don’t Make Him Picky with Dessert Choices)

Thanks to the 
Hunde Sport Club 
Bramsche e.V.

If you get used to the 
facilities of Hunde 
Sport Club (HSC) 
Bramsche, you will 
indeed be spoiled. The 
facilities were 
outstanding and were 
well utilized as we had 
some heavy rain on 
Sunday. We had 
outstanding food and 
a wonderful hotel. The 
weather certainly did 
not ruin a “schönes 
wochenende mit Bart 
Bellon!”

Speicial thank to Dirk 
Oevermann for his 
hospitality and 
organization.
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